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Abstract 
 

In order to determine the effects on age and management on skin and crust traits of ostrich,  45 

female ostriches in three age groups of 10, 12 and 14 months old,  from three farms with good, 

moderate and poor management in 5 replications were selected and slaughtered. The carcass 

and cold skin weights, skin dimensions from  transverse and longitudinal areas, number of 

feather follicles, their thickness and height, and thickness of different parts were obtained and 

then prepared for tanning stages and after being changed  to crust, the skin surface, thickness 

of different areas, and tensile strength and also, the elasticity and  elongation percentage of 

crust samples up to the tearing limit was obtained. The two-way interaction method was used 

for statistical calculation and determine the influence of age and type of management factors. 

According to the results, the thickness of the skin increased with age. Tensile strength is also 

increased as well. The number of nodules per square decimeter decreased to 2.8 per each month 

of more age at slaughter time. The average thickness of the nodules increased by 0.8 mm per 

each month of age. The number of nodules per square decimeter  toward the side that the skin 

was closer to the ventral surface of the ostrich (upper leg and lower flank decreased. The areas 

near to the middleof the back had more nodules per square decimeter. The nodules on the neck 

and mid crown area of the skin had less thickness than the nodules of other parts of the body, 

with a slight difference between the upper legm lower flank and butt area. It was concluded 

that ostrich age had little effect on other physical traits except for leather thickness. In this 

experiment, the effects of different quality management methods on ostrich crust quality were 

investigated too. In this regard, different concentrations of dietary protein were studied and 

significant differences (P>0.05) were observed between treatments in terms of  considered 

parameters in skin. Low levels of dietary protein caused  reduction of wet skin size, nodules 

size and also smaller size of crust skin after the end of tanning process.   
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